
Hearing Statement of Daniel How 

Thurrock Core Strategy & Policies for Development Management Focussed Review                                           

– Consistency with National Planning Policy Framework 

Matter B: The Proposed Amendments to Spatial and Thematic Policies 

I previously made representations to the Core Strategy Focussed Review Proposed Submission Draft 

in July 2013 and I request that my previous comments are taken into account by the Inspector in the 

consideration of the soundness of the plan.  In particular I consider that in order for the plan to be 

found to be in accordance with the NPPF, Policy CSTP11 should be amended to prioritise previously 

developed land as follows: 

“The Council supports in principle, the provision of hospice accommodation at a 

sustainable location to be set out in the Site Allocations and Policies DPD.  

Previously developed land will be prioritised, followed by land adjoining Thurrock 

Urban Area and larger settlements.  The Council will give consideration to allowing 

enabling development if it can be demonstrated that this is essentially required.” 

I note that none of the Inspector’s questions for Matter B relate to Policy CSTP11.   I have therefore 

focused on relevant new matters that have arisen since my original representations were submitted. 

The NPPG was finalised in March 2014 and re-affirms green belt protection. Unmet housing need is 

unlikely to outweigh harm to the Green Belt and other harm to constitute very special circumstances 

justifying inappropriate development. 

The recent letter from Nick Boles to the Planning Inspectorate dated 3rd March 2014 also confirms 

that: “The Framework makes clear that a green belt boundary may be altered only in exceptional 

circumstances and reiterates the importance and permanence of the Green Belt.  The special role of 

the Green Belt is also recognised in the framing of the presumption in favour of sustainable 

development, which sets out that authorities should meet objectively assessed needs unless specific 

policies in the Framework indicate development should be restricted.  Crucially, Green Belt is 

identified as one such policy.” 

 It is important that the protection of green belt land is reiterated throughout the Thurrock Core 

Strategy & Policies for Development.  This includes ensuring that the provision of any new hospice is 

in a sustainable location.  It is clear from the recent Government statements that the need for a 

hospice is unlikely to outweigh harm to the Green Belt.   

In conclusion Policy CSTP11 should be amended to make it explicit that any new hospice should be 

provided in a sustainable location with previously developed land prioritised. 
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